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ABOUT US

BLUE LINE ENVIRONMENTAL SERVICES is a well-established services company specialized in efficient cleaning and swimming pool maintenance service. Licensed by Dubai Municipality
and considered amongst the best service providers in UAE today. We offer you world class service in the cleaning of water tanks, waste water tanks,Kitchen hood, AC duct, Swimming
pool maintenance and more.
In addition we are specialized and licensed for grease trap installation and handling waste edible oil lifted from grease traps. Supply of sweet water to construction sites and removal and
safe disposal of drainage water ,drainage water tank cleaning are also the main services. Blue line takes the job of Lift Station (Sump Pit) cleaning on call/contract basis. Robotic camera
inspection,Drain Line Jetting service to remove the blocks in the drainage line to ensure free flow of drainage water are also another services rendered by us.
We are well equipped with sufficient fleet of vehicles and personnel for meeting the water tank, waste water tank,kitchen hood, Lift station, AC duct cleaning services require-ments as
well as for maintenance of swimming pool and sewage systems. Moreover, our employees are experts in the field with technical background and ample experience.

SUSTAINABILITY

“Sustainability is an unshakeable commitment for the future, taken today!”
The growing world population and the fast pace of development have more and
more pressure on natural resources. Today as we are beginning to learn that
environmental resources are limited and are quite sensitive to everything that we
do, we are more cautious in using them. To make sure that future generations will
not be experiencing the worse, we need to be aware of the ideals and requirements
of sustainability. In our environmental serives we are committed to providing the
highest quality cleaning and maintenance service available by exceeding the
expectations of our clients, as well as their employees and visitors to their premises or
facilities through continuous improvements in Quality, Services and Productivity.At
Blue line improvement is an ongoing process.

OUR SERVICES

SWIMMING POOL MAINTENANCE

Swimming pool is a major investment.
Protect yours with a pool maintenance
package from Blue Line. We are in
business to protect your investment in
your swimming pool by providing the
highest quality pool cleaning service at
a competitive rate with a full-service
pool cleaning, repair, and maintenance company servicing both
residential and commercial customers.
by investing in pool maintenance,
you’ll be lowering your chances of
encountering a major issue with your
pool when you want to use it the most.
Our passion is to give all pool owners
an attractive view of their pool free
from stress and maintenance headaches. We know how you want to truly
enjoy your swimming pools (without
worrying about your pool technician)
and that’s why all the work of our
cleaning & maintenance technicians
stands on top of our Service Satisfaction Guarantee.

We offer wide range of swimming pool services to
our clients
Pool Cleaning
To keep your pool sparkling clean, regular pool maintenance
is important. We offer Annual packages for periodic pool
cleaning.
Pool Tile Repair
Our Highly-skilled labour are best when it comes to restoring
your swimming pool, we fix tiles and grouting without leaving
any residue behind.
Water Pump Repair
Unusual sound or pool pump isn't working, our expert technicians are the right professionals to find and rectify the issue.
Leakage Repair
Underwater pool damages can cause water leakage, our
team will detect any minor leakage and fix it right with proper
applications.
Pool Light Repair
We specialize in swimming pool light repair or installation
without draining the pool water, our belief is in saving water.

Some people may find swimming pool maintenance an easy task, so that they prefer to look after their pool by
themselves. However,more often than not, it entails tedious tasks. A swimming pool system consist of electro-mechanicals that need to be looked after (i.e, pumps, filters, heaters, heat pumps, skimmers, etc.) and failure to recognize symptoms of breakdowns in any of these electro-mechanicals will only result to greater damages, thus, costing
you more. And let’s not forget, there are certain water parameters in which standards were already set by the
industry authorities to ensure that the pool is safe to swim in, unless met, your pool can be unsafe to use

TANK CLEANING
Why is it essential to rely on expert services for water tank
Cleaning?
The internet is filled with loads of videos showing how to clean your septic and

sewage tanks and you can give it a try. However, if you don’t do it properly,
you should know that you are risking the health of your entire family and it
involves the following issues:
1.The trouble involved: Sewage tank cleaning is not as easy as it may seem.
The very first step of cleaning is to empty the content which requires proper
disposal. You can easily rely on Blue Line for such troubles.

2. Hard Fixes: Sometimes overflowing goes to an extent that most of your drain
line and tanks need repair. And you obviously need a professional to do that.
What’s better than trying out the septic and sewage tank cleaning services of
Blue Line before it gets too late?
3. Malodorous Smell: If your septic and sewage tank remains dirty for too long,
it may start to smell bad. Yes, the sediment formation, residue settlement, and
bacterial formation can mix with the groundwater and ultimately make it unfit
for use. What’s the solution? It is better to call up septic and sewage tank
cleaning services in Dubai before negligence takes a toll on your health.
How tank cleaning is done?

4. Waterborne diseases: If you won’t clean your water tanks for years, get it
straight, you will be building a house for harmful viruses and bacteria. It can
give rise to various diseases and eventually one of your family members or you
could fall into the trap. There is a long list of diseases such as diarrhea, cholera,
and typhoid that you will be vulnerable to. How can you stop it? Simply call
Blue Line up, one of their teams will come and survey the tanks to begin the
cleaning process. And in one or two days, your tank will be sanitized. It is that
simple.

Step 1: The process begins with assessing the
septic tank.
Step 2: Then the entire tank is disinfected.
Step 3: All the sludge and solid wastes are
drained out using a sludge pump.
Step 4: Then begins the process of removing all
the sediments, dirt, stains, and fungus using high
precision equipment.
Step 5: Next comes the high-pressure jet that
cleans off the Walls, ceiling, and floor.
Step 6: A vacuum cleaning technique is used to
suck out all the remaining dirt.
Step 7: Then an anti-bacterial spray or liquid
bleach is used to completely disinfect the tank.
Step 8: The tank and the surrounding area is
subjected to UV radiation to clean of any
harmful bacteria.
Step 9: The tank is completely drained and left
for drying.
Step 10: Voila! The tank is clean and ready to
use.
Cleaning septic and sewage tanks may look a
tedious process but with the assistance of an
expert such as Blue Line, the task will become
seamless for you.

Blue Line provides some of the specific cleaning services which are safe
and highly reliable. Our experts provide heavy industrial cleaning services
in a safe and secure way. Large sewage and irrigation tanks are cleaned
very easily using expert methods. Sewage tanks are cleaned and pipelines
are freed of dirt, and later the waste is disposed of in an eco-friendly
manner. Thus there is no problem of polluting the environment. At Blue Line,
we use unmatched and innovative techniques to get rid of the waste that
creates a problem for the normal functioning of industry work.

LIFT STATION CLEANING ( SUMP PIT CLEANING )
Sewage pump pit and sump pumps work to
pump out the sewage and waste water. When
these Sump pits accumulate debris that cannot
be pumped out our role begins. Over flown and
full septic sewage sump pits spread odor and
drain lines blockage. Cleaning of the sump is
typically carried out by our experienced engineers. Our engineers will be able to recommend
bespoke cleaning. Cleaning out a sump pit is
something that most homeowners do not think
to do. That is until the sump pump stops working
and they discover there are sediment and
debris buildup causing problems.

ROBOTIC CAMERA INSPECTION
Since light rays moves straight line only, to see what is beyond the bend is impossible. Camera inspection is the
best solution. Regular inspection can help keep operation safe and reach the expected lifespan of the pipeline in entry restricted areas. At this instant decide the course of action to rectify faulty drain without breaking
it. Basic visual inspection can be done visually from the outside. Inspection of inaccessible parts, or when getting more information than from just a visual check is necessary, special tools must be used.

TANKER SERVICE

We offer various Tanker Services like:

Sewage Tanker Services in Dubai

1. Removal

Sewage Removal Services in Dubai, Sewage waste water is (non-hazardous
waste) that is generated from communities, labour camps, offices and industrial areas. Its collected in holding tanks not have or having sewerage network
drain lines. Such wastes are collected by vaccum tanker and disposed to
sewerage treatment plant.

• Sewage water removal
• Trade waste removal
• Industrial waste removal
• Sludge removal
• Salt water removal
2. Collection
• Sewage water removal
• Trade waste collection
• Supply of TSE water
3. Supply
• Supply of sweet water
• Supply of TSE Water
• Supply of Potable Water
• Sludge removal
• Supply of Salt water

Blue Line is a leader in the field of sewage removal,Sewage Tank Cleaning,transportation and its disposal in Dubai. With decades of experience in
liquid waste management, we are currently one of the most recommended
companies by Dubai Municipality. Blue Line offers full service removal, transportation and disposal services while maintaining the safety and regulations
related to toxic and hazardous wastes.
Whether you require removal of a single tank or long term sewage management services, Blue Line will ensure that the task is done in an efficient, safe
and timely manner.Our dedicated team is capable of delivering the solutions
besides guiding our customers about right waste management and disposal
solution. When you need Sewage services, trust Blue Line for your sewage
removal and disposal needs.

4. Irrigation tanker in Dubai (TSE Water tanker services)
We provide TSE water for the purpose of irrigation with the help of
our large size tankers. TSE tanker or irrigation tanker is a huge
tanker which holds enough water to irrigate large fields with the
help of connected pipes. Blue Line provides TSE tanker services in
dubai with utmost efficiency and expertise.

Salt water Tanker
Are you looking for Salt Water Tanker in Dubai, Blue Line is one the leading transport company they supply Salt water tankers in Dubai
UAE. We have 15000 gallon tanker to 1000-gallon water tanker in Dubai UAE.

Salt Water Supplier in Dubai

5. Swimming pool water (fill my pool services)

Saltwater, also referred to as saline water is used for a number of purposes such as construction, landscaping, pools etc.In addition to
sweet water and portable water, our supply and transportation services include supplying of saltwater to different locations in Dubai.

We fill all types of swimming pools, whether big or small. Our
diverse fleet of tankers make it possible to carry large amounts of
water and fill your pool anytime, anywhere.

To ensure timely delivery of salt water, We are equipped with a dedicated team and well-maintained tankers. Every day a substantial
number of saltwater tankers are served to construction sites, marine industry and various other purposes in Dubai. Besides supplying
saltwater in Dubai, Blue Line also has expertise in saltwater removal

All above services are carried out using tankers having varied
capacities. We own 5000 gallons tankers in Dubai, and 10000
gallons tankers in Dubai

Sweet Water Tanker Supply
We are a leading Sweet Water Tanker Supply Company in Dubai , UAE.
We are specialized in Sweet Water Tanker Supply, TSE Water Tanker
Supply, Salt Water Tanker Supply , Potable Water Tanker Supply to
construction Sites, restaurant , Hotel, Swimming Pools. Sweet Water
Tanker And Salt Water Tanker We Supply in Following Capacity Such as
15,000 Gallons, 10,000 Gallons, 5000 Gallons, 1000 Gallons at affordable
price.
Water Tanker Supplier, Sweet water is mainly used for filling up swimming pools, Restaurants,, Residential complex, construction sites or
areas where there is no pipeline. It is also used by consumers when
DEWA water is shut due to some emergency.

When it comes to providing sweet water tanker Supply in Dubai, Blue
Line is your reliable service provider. To ensure highest quality, we
supply sweet water only from DUBAL.DUBAL's potable water meets
the Dubai Municipality. While delivering our services, we mainly focus
on innovative techniques to maintain the hygiene and quality of
water. Through a dedicated team and quality focus, we have established ourselves as the most trustworthy brand Water tanker supplier in
Dubai, UAE.

Sweet Water Supply For Swimming Pool
We Supply Water Tanker for Swimming Pool With a
fleet of tankers and highly skilled manpower, We
supply sweet water tanker to different work sites
throughout Dubai. In addition to Water Tanker
Supply, we also Provide Salt Water Tanker, TSE Water
Tanker, Irrigation Water tanker and sweet water
tanker in Dubai, UAE. Our team is well trained and
hardworking to deliver on your expectations. We
ensure timely and cost efficient delivery of sweet
water Supply in Dubai.

DRAIN LINE JETTING

If You Are Worried About Non-Functional Drain, Get High-Pressure Drain Jetting in Dubai.
We Offer Drain Line Jetting, Hydro Jet Drain Cleaning, And Water Jet Sewer Cleaning To
Clean Out Your Drains.
Blue Line provides the Best Drain Jetting services in Dubai. Blue in Dubai have very skilled and trained plumbers. Moreover,
Drain Pro plumbing professionals in Dubai are available 24/7 to perform daily Drain Maintenance, Pressure Drain Cleaning
Services & Gutter Cleaning in Dubai. Our professional plumbers use a high-pressure cleaning method for blocked drains
and sewer pipes. Furthermore, it works by pumping water stored in tanks - through a high-pressure hose fitted with a jetting
nozzle. Besides, you can avail of our drain jetting services by contacting us or visiting us at Blue Line in Dubai personally.
Thus, for us, customer satisfaction is our main priority.

Dubai Hydro Jet Plumbing
Blue Line provides the best hydro jetting services in Dubai at very reasonable charges. We make
sure to satisfy all your Drainage & Plumbing Issues. The hydro jetting cleaning is very sufficient for
your Pipes & Drainage System as it is safe and effective. We have trained plumbers for performing
these services at Blue Line.

Dubai Pipe Jetting
We offer the best pipe jetting services at Blue Line in Dubai. Our expert plumbers clean out sewers
and drain lines by using high-pressure water streams through specialized Jetting Nozzles to
remove and Clear Obstacles & Blockage, as well as perform regular maintenance to prevent
sewage backups so that they do not get clogged easily.

Dubai Hydro Jetting

Pressure Washer Sewer Jetting in Dubai

Blue Line is a leading hydro-jetting service provider in Dubai with many years of trust from its clients. Our skilled team of
plumbers can help with any kind of clogged drain and address all Sewer Cleaning Services. Our professional plumbers
provide both Residential & Commercial Services in Dubai. In Dubai, Blue Line has earned very good reviews from its former
clients. Avail of our Hydro Jetting Services in Dubai at very reasonable and affordable charges. We assure you swift and
cost-effective services in Dubai. The expert team of plumbers at Blue Line has some of the best power hydro-jetting equipment available, which is more potent than your average jet washer.

Blue Line provide competent pressure washer sewer jetting services in Dubai. Our professional
plumbers make sure never to disappoint you. You can contact us before booking an appointment to avail of Pressure Washer Sewer Jetting Services in Dubai. Therefore, for us, customer
satisfaction is our first inclination. Our charges are very reasonable and affordable.

Dubai Hydro Jet Drain Cleaning
If your drain is clogged and blocked due to trash and debris, then immediately contact us for Hydro Jet Drain
Cleaning Services in Dubai. Our professional plumbers use quick and effective methods for drain cleaning. We
always make sure to keep your drainage system and pipes safe during hydro jet drain cleaning.

High-Pressure Drain Cleaning in Dubai
Blue Line proudly provide satisfactory high pressure drain cleaning services in Dubai. If your drain is spitting out
dirty water and you are experiencing Drain Clogging & Blockage, then it is time to call professional plumbers
from Blue Line. We have all the latest and high tech equipment for drain cleaning, which is absolutely safe and
effective.

FAQs
What is water jetting?
A water jet sends highly pressurized water through a nozzle at the end of a
hose, which is inserted into the drain line. Water jetting is a relatively recent
addition to the array of tools available for drain cleaning service.
Why is water jetting important?
Water jetting is ideal for removing grease stoppages from inside a drain
pipe. Water jetting is advisable in dealing with a grease stoppage and
removing it.
Why does hydro jetting work?
A plumber uses a hydro jet which is made up of a water tank, a pressurizing
system, and a hose with a specialized nozzle to clear buildup within a drain
or sewer.
What are the benefits of drain jetting?
Because of the high pressure, hydro jetting allows for the fast, efficient
removal of clogs. Additionally, hydro jetting can be used to clear large clogs
and tree roots that may be blocking the flow of a pipe. Hydro jetting also
clears out grease, minerals, hair, and other buildup leaving your pipes clean
and less susceptible to future clogs.
When do I need water jetting?
When a homemade or store-bought drain cleaner isn't enough, that's when
you know you need to call the professionals at All Ways Drains for professional water jetting. Water jetting is also ideal for cleaning and root cutting when
drains are still draining slightly, a total blockage will have to be assessed by
an expert.
Do I need professional to perform water jetting?
Our trained professionals are properly trained in the use of water jetting
equipment and how to direct the hoses along the walls of your pipes and
effectively clean out the length of a sewer line.

GREASE TRAP CLEANING AND INSTALLATION
We focus to keep you in compliance with the Local Authority’s guidelines on the best management practice for Grease traps.
Sanco Environmental Team is available for the installation of grease trap and play an advisory role with the help of architect/
designer.
Our experienced team members will take care of your grease trap needs in a timely and professional manner. During the process
of grease trap installation we make sure that the grease bearing devices and fixtures are properly connected to the abatement
system based on the requirement and situation.
We have a full range of grease traps, separators, interceptors and grease dosing products. We want you to remain hassle free for
all your food operation products and also to keep your commercial kitchen drains clear and grease free. Whether you need a
large underground grease trap or smaller in kitchen under sink fat trap system, we offer cost effective solution product. We are
Dubai grease management experts.
GREASE TRAP CLEANING
Grease traps are part of restaurant that intercepts greases, solids before they enter wastewater disposal system. One of the main
services of Blue Line Environmental Services is grease trap cleaning that consists of washing grease deposits of traps.
Grease traps require regular emptying and cleaning to ensure hygiene. As we know that accumulation in grease traps causes
growth of bacteria and foul smell. Overflowing traps is nasty and obnoxious to the people. Blue Line offers services for removal of
grease and cleans the traps.

GREASE TRAP CLEANING SERVICES IN UAE
We are the best grease trap cleaning and pumping service company and we provide
services at affordable rates. The best way to find the cost for grease trap cleaning is to
give us a call and we’ll be able to give you a quote. We provide grease trap cleaning
and pumping service at Dubai. Please feel free to contact for any enquiry.

OUR SPECIALTIES
Effectively and professionally vacuum, pump and haul the liquid
waste and sludge from grease traps.
Volume of grease removed is recorded on the maintenance log.
Reliable, efficient, hygienic and cost effective maintenance.
We maintain proper transport and follow all Municipality regulations.
We visit the Grease Trap service upon scheduled Annual Contract.
Annual service package for Grease Trap Service, General Drainage Systems Survey as well as Emergency Call Services is provided.

Blue Line cleans drainage system so that waste water can flow freely ensuring grease traps are clear and reduces bad smell,
chance of blockages. Municipality officer or Environment agency reviews that regular cleaning of grease trap has been
performed and waste removed is disposed by a registered waste carrier. Our well trained experts cleans any type of grease traps
regardless of their size and complexity, in order to keep your waste water moving. We provide you with a planned Grease trap
maintenance schedule as per the municipality standard also we give you Dubai municipality certificate. We provide best grease
trap cleaning services throughout Dubai.

KITCHEN HOOD CLEANING

KITCHEN DUCT CLEANING SERVICES IN DUBAI
Blue line provides kitchen duct cleaning services in Dubai and promises to clean your kitchen duct & hood and make it free of decreased risk of fire, Public health hazards so that it
remains in impeccable condition. We provide long-term kitchen duct and hood cleaning
services contract for residential and commercial places in Dubai. It will also help to keep
these systems working at their best.
We, at Blue line, offer superior quality kitchen duct cleaning services in Dubai. We are committed and determined to bring safety to not only your kitchen but to your entire space
through our specialized services. You might be aware of the fact that kitchen exhaust fans
are sources of healthy air and exhaustion of the smoke from the kitchen. The dirty kitchen
exhaust, or the duct may pose major threats, like unsafe work areas and chances of a
house fire.
Blue line has a highly experienced team for kitchen duct & hood cleaning services in Dubai.
We are a premium maintenance company offering a wide range of kitchen duct & hood
cleaning services for your commercial and residential property. We provide the most
responsive maintenance services. Kitchen duct & Kitchen hood cleaning are one of the
primary defenses against fire hazards through regular maintenance. It helps to keep the
kitchen exhaust systems working at their best, ensuring evacuation of smoke and grease
out of the building more effectively.

AC DUCT CLEANING
AC DUCT CLEANING
In order to ensure that conditions for building occupants are comfortable and
safe, building owners and managers have both a 'duty of care' and legal
obligations to ensure that ventilation systems are kept clean by the most
efficient ductwork and duct cleaning methods.
HEALTH & HYGIENE ISSUES DUE TO UNCLEANED AC DUCTS
- It has been found in hospitals that temperature and humidity levels allied with
accumulations of dust and debris, typically found in uncleaned air conditioning ductwork, provides ideal conditions for the growth and spread of infectious micro-organisms such as MRSA.
- In a similar way, infections such as flu and the common cold will spread
throughout the workplace if systems are not maintained and cleaned.

HOW DO WE KEEP OUR INDOOR AIR CLEAN?
- Increase the number of plants in the Office/ Home.
- Use Non Aerosol Air Freshener.
- Change Filters regularly.
- Clean the Ducts with the HEPA Filters at least once in a year.
STEPS IN AC DUCT CLEANING?
- Clean the furnace/air conditioner.
After testing the system for proper operation, we will disconnect the power
before opening the unit for safety. Next, vacuum the interior surfaces of the
Furnace/Air Conditioner. Then clean the cooling coils with a HEPA vacuum
and a coil cleaner, and clean the blower unit.
- Clean the supply and return registers and grills.
Remove wall, ceiling and floor registers. Then wash register with Dynamite
cleaner and rinse.
- Clean the supply and return ducts.
Clean all air ducts using powerful air duct cleaning equipment. Decontaminate cleaned ducts with Soot Set duct sealant, and Odor Kill Deodorizer.
- Install electrostatic air filter and odor control products.
Install Solid Odor Kill in the return to control odors for up to 3 months.

THANK YOU

CONTACT US
www.bluelineenvironmentalservices.com
info@bluelineenvironmentalservices.com
05 224 6064

